I. Introduction
Periodic arrays of radiating or scattering elements play an important role in phased array antennas, frequency selective surfaces and related applications. To gain an understanding of the sparsely explored time domain (TD) behavior of such structures, we have initiated a systematic investigation of relevant canonical TD dipole-excited Green's functions (GF), which so far include those for infinite and truncated line periodic arrays [l] , [2] , parameterized in terms of TD-Floquet waves (FW) and truncation-induced TD-FW-modulated tip diffractions. Such waves on semi-infinite and finite square arrays of dipoles have been investigated in the frequency domain (FD) [3] , [4] , and shown to be useful in practical array applications [5] . The present contribution extends our TD studies to an infinite periodic sequentially pulsed planar array. Like the predecessor GFs
[!], [2] , this canonical prototype is simple enough to admit closed form exact solutions, whose interpretation is discussed phenomenologically, aided by asymptotic parameterization in terms of instantaneous frequencies. Preliminary numerical results demonstrate the efficiency of the TD-FW algorithms.
Statement of the Problem
The geometry of the planar array of dipoles oriented along the Jo direction and excited by transient currents in free space is shown in Figla. The period of the array is dl and dz in the z1 and zz directions, respectively. The E field component is simply related to the Jo-directed magnetic scalar potential A which shall be used throughout. A caret A tags timedependent quantities; bold face symbols define vector quantities; izl, iz2 and i, denote unit vectors along zl, 22, and 
IV. Floquet Waves: Frequency Domain
To obtain for the potential fields A,,(r,w) radiated by the linearly phased dipole array element currents at point xmn an equivalent sum of FW potentials 4:w(r, U ) radiated by the smoothly phased FW-modulated aperture distributions, we multiply the FD portion of (2) 
) = b ( t -R ( x ' ) / c ) / ( ?~R ( x ' ) ) .
When this function is time-convolved with the TD portion on the left side of (2),
i.e., J-", dt'A(r, x', t -t')d(t' -7. h,), followed by J-mw JTW dzidz;, one obtains the field Amn(r,t) = Amn(r,t) = b ( t -~.~, -R (~,~) / c ) / ( 4 7 r R ( x~, ) )
excited by the impulsive mn-th dipole current in (1) which represents a spherical impulsive wavefront radiated by the dipole at x = x,,,,, at the delayed time t,, = 7 . x,,.
The same operations applied to the right hand side of ( 2 ) , or direct FD inversion of (4), yields the TD-FW The integrand in (5) contributes only for those real (z;,z!J-values which satisfy T + 7 . (x -x') + e-'R(x') = 0 , r = t -7 . x. For the radiating case (y < e-'), this condition defines time dependent "equal delay" ellipses with major axis along the phasing direction 7 (see Fig.la) . For the nonradiating case (y < e-l), with Bey, 2 0 and %my, 5 0, the ellipses are replaced by single branch hyperbolas. The integral in (5) is evaluated using first the change of coordinates (x' -x) '7 = u l y , ( x ' -x ) . ( i + x~) = uzy. For the radiatingcase, the resulting ul-inner integral has been reduced in [ l ] for a line array of dipoles, and the u2 integral is then The phenomenology and interpretation of (6) is directly analogous to that for the line dipole array [l] , where we explain the complex-valued TD-field in (6) and define-a p , q-paired "physically observable" TD-FW, yielding the real field This phase contributes to the inverse Fourier integral through the a:ymptotic local frequencies wpg(r, t ) which satisfy the saddle point condition $$(U) = 0, and parameterize the TD-FW wave dynamics. The solutions are real in the causal domain t > to = 7 . x + r , ( T > TO). As in [l] , [2] , the pqth TD-FW obtained via FD inversion asymptotics is parameterized by these instantaneous frequencies, and its form agrees with the large argument (for Jo)
asymptotic approximation of (6).
VI. Band Limited Pulse Excitation When each dipole in (1) radiates a practically useful band-limited (BL) pulse G(t -7 .xmn), the corresponding band-limited TD-FW 2gwsBL for p , q # 0 can be evaluated by including the pulse spectrum G(w) in the impulsive inversion integral. For wideband (short duration) pulses, G(w) can be considered slowly varying with respect to the phase &U) [7] , and can therefore be approximated by 
